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Perception and memory are imperfect reconstructions of reality. These reconstructions are prone to be influenced
by several factors, which may result in false memories. A false memory is the recollection of an event, or details of
an episode, that did not actually occur. Memory formation comprises at least three different sub-processes:
encoding, consolidation and the retrieval of the learned material. All of these sub-processes are vulnerable for
specific errors and consequently may result in false memories. Whereas, processes like imagery, self-referential
encoding or spreading activation can lead to the formation of false memories at encoding, semantic generalization
during sleep and updating processes due to misleading post event information, in particular, are relevant at the
consolidation stage. Finally at the retrieval stage, monitoring processes, which are assumed to be essential to reject
false memories, are of specific importance. Different neuro-cognitive processes have been linked to the formation
of true and false memories. Most consistently the medial temporal lobe and the medial and lateral prefrontal cortex
have been reported with regard to the formation of true and false memories. Despite the fact that all phases
entailing memory formation, consolidation of stored information and retrieval processes, are relevant for the
forming of false memories, most studies focused on either memory encoding or retrieval. Thus, future studies
should try to integrate data from all phases to give a more comprehensive view on systematic memory distortions.
An initial outline is developed within this review to connect the different memory stages and research strategies.
Keywords: False memory, Memory biases, Brain, Functional magnetic resonance imaging, Self-reference, Encoding,
Consolidation, RetrievalIntroduction
Just like perception, memory is a constructive process that
is sometimes prone to error and distortion (e.g., [1-3]).
Various memory systems can be distinguished in terms
of the different kinds of information they process and the
principles by which they operate [4-6]. Consequently
those systems are differentially prone to false memories
[5,7]. Declarative memory is a long term human memory
system that refers to memories which can be consciously
recalled such as facts, knowledge or events. An important
principle for the declarative memory is the ability to
detect, encode and retrieve what is unique about a sin-
gle event occurring at a particular time and place.Correspondence: straubeb@med.uni-marburg.de
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reproduction in any medium, provided the orDeclarative memory is highly flexible, representational
and provides a way to model the external world. Since
declarative memories are (due to their flexibility) espe-
cially prone to errors and distortions, the current re-
view focuses specifically on the declarative memory
system. Declarative memory can be further divided
into semantic memory (facts about the world) and epi-
sodic memory (the capacity to re-experience an event
in the context in which it originally occurred) [7,8]. It
has been shown that episodic memory requires the
participation of brain systems in addition to those that
support semantic memory, especially the frontal lobes
[8-11]. With regard to false memories, it has been
assumed that the semantic memory system is less vul-
nerable to involuntary transformations and distortions
than the episodic memory system [7]. In line with
this assumption the evidence about false memoriesThis is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
ommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
iginal work is properly cited.
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memories, which often requires that at least two aspects
of the original encoding situation be remembered (e.g.,
sentence content and body orientation [12]).
Since episodic memory is flexible, representational and
often contains multiple pieces of information from the
encoding situation, it comprises an especially construct-
ive process that is prone to error and distortion (e.g.,
[1-3]). The theory that false memories are a byproduct
of a constructive memory system is supported by a
considerable number of behavioral and neuroimaging
studies (for a review see [13]). It has been demon-
strated that human memory is influenced by several
factors, such as prior knowledge (e.g., [11,14,15]),
current mental state or emotions (e.g., [11,13,14,16-
20]), and therefore does not reflect a perfect documen-
tation of the external world. Thus, what is retrieved
from memory can significantly differ from what was
initially encoded (e.g., [12,13,21]). The most intriguing
are false memories of specific psychiatric patients (e.g.,
those presenting confabulations [22-24]) and the most
disastrous are those leading to false decisions in juris-
tic context [25-27]. Specific examples about the forma-
tion of false memories will be given in this review
article to illustrate the variety of memory errors related
to diverse stages of processing. Different sources of
false memories at encoding, consolidation and retrieval
will be discussed and compared. This article will finish
with a research agenda for the comprehensive investi-
gation of the formation of false memories.
Encoding
Processes like imagery (e.g., [21,28-30]), self-referential
processing (e.g., [12]) or spreading activation (e.g., [31-
35]) can lead to the formation of false memories, already
at encoding.
An example for the formation of false memories at
encoding is seen in errors that occur when a memory
of an imagined event is later falsely remembered as a
memory of a perceived event (e.g., [21,28-30]). These
errors may arise as a consequence of similarities be-
tween how imagined and perceived events are encoded,
as well as similarities among the event features that are
reactivated during retrieval [36,37]. It has been sug-
gested, that such confusions may serve as a basic mech-
anism for the induction of many types of false
memories [21,28-30]. It has further been hypothesized
that brain networks during encoding are related to sub-
sequent confusion of imagined and perceived events
[28]. Accordingly, activations in the precuneus and in-
ferior parietal regions in response to words were found
during the encoding stage to be greater when partici-
pants subsequently claimed to have seen the corre-
sponding object than when they did not produce asubsequent false memory [28]. These results suggest
that brain activity of the precuneus - which might indi-
cate the engagement of visual imagery - during encod-
ing can lead to falsely remembering something that was
only imagined. Thus, visual imagery or everything like
‘fantasy’ can influence memories directly during encod-
ing by providing a biased or mentally changed episode
for the episodic memory system, which is likely to be
later remembered in a similarly biased or changed way.
Beside imagery, there are two further theoretical
accounts of false memory encoding (e.g., [35]): The
‘spreading activation theory’ (e.g., [31-35]) and the ‘fuzzy
trace view’ (e.g., [35,38-41]). These views were discussed
particularly with regard to findings of the Deese–Roedi-
ger–McDermott (DRM) paradigm, in which subjects
were presented with a list of semantically related words
(e.g., bed, rest, wake, tired, dream, etc.) that converge on
a single, non-presented critical item such as sleep
[42,43]. In line with the ‘spreading activation theory’
(e.g., [31-35]), it is assumed, that activation flows from
list items to critical lures in the semantic network.
Consequently, the associative activation of related or
similar items is stored and subsequently misattributed
to actual encounters. According to the ‘fuzzy trace
view’ (e.g., [35,38-41]), studying a list of related words
or pictures leads to formation of ‘verbatim traces,’
which contain item-specific information, as well as ‘gist
traces,’ containing the general topic of the list. Both
theories rely on the assumption that the formation of
false memory traces (spreading activation, gist traces)
may be a byproduct of perceptual and semantic elabor-
ation processes [35].
In a recent functional magnetic imaging (fMRI) study,
an adapted version of the DRM-paradigm was used to
investigate the neural activity associated with the forma-
tion (encoding) of true versus false memories [35]. The
materials were 72 categorical 6-word lists, each consist-
ing of the 6 most typical instances (e.g., cow, pig, horse,
chicken, sheep, goat) of a natural/artificial category (e.g.,
farm animal). In the test phase, True-word, False-word,
and New-word trials were presented and subjects
responded by pressing one of four keys according to
whether the word was judged to be ‘definitely old,’ ‘un-
sure if old,’ ‘unsure if new,’ or ‘definitely new.’ In their
data analyses the authors investigated, which brain
regions show true memory formation activity (i.e., posi-
tive covariation between encoding trial activations and
later hit rate for words from those trials) and which
brain regions show false memory formation activity (i.e.,
positive covariation between encoding trial activations
and later false alarm rate for semantic associates of
words from those trials).
They found that activity in the left ventrolateral pre-
frontal cortex (PFC) and visual areas at encoding
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a left posterior medial temporal lobe (MTL) and early
visual areas at encoding contributes mainly to the for-
mation of true memories. This finding supports the view
that false memories are due, at least in part, to processes
that take place at the time of encoding, such as the
spreading activation view (e.g., [31,33,34,44-46]) and the
fuzzy trace view (e.g., [38-41]). The authors concluded
that the formation of false memories is largely an unin-
tended consequence, or byproduct, of elaborative se-
mantic and visual encoding processes [35].
The fMRI findings suggest that attention or executive
processes related to the PFC might be relevant for both
true and false memories, whereas memory processes of
the left posterior MTL are specific for true memories.
However, PFC activations have also been observed with
regard to the effect of schemas on memory encoding
and retrieval [47,48] and seem to play an specific role in
remote memory processes [49]. Thus, PFC activation in
context of the DRM-paradigm at encoding can also re-
flect such schema based memory processes instead of
pure executive or attention processes.
In a proprietary study we aimed to determine the
neural correlates of self-referential encoding processes
induced by scenes of egocentric vs. allocentric social
interactions [12]. During fMRI data acquisition, partici-
pants were presented with video clips of an actor speak-
ing and gesturing directly towards them (egocentric) or
towards an unseen third person (allocentric). After scan-
ning, recognition performance for sentences (items) and
communication context (source) was gathered. We
found no differences between the recognition of sen-
tences spoken in egocentric and allocentric contexts.
However, when asked about the communication context
(‘Had the actor directly spoken to you?’) participants
tended to believe falsely that the actor had directly
spoken to them during allocentric conditions. Greater
activity in the hippocampus was related to correct con-
text memory, whereas the ventral anterior cingulate cor-
tex was activated for subsequent inaccurate context
memory. We observed increased activation in the bilat-
eral and medial frontal cortex, the basal ganglia and the
left parietal and temporal lobe for the interaction be-
tween encoding context and context memory. These
data indicate that memories of social interactions are
prone to be remembered egocentrically. Self-referential
encoding processes reflected in increased frontal activa-
tion and decreased hippocampal activation might be the
basis of correct item memory but false context memory
of social interactions.
Various medial cortical regions have been found to
be active during self-referential processing, including
the medial orbital prefrontal cortex (MOFC), theventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), the sub/pre-
and supragenual anterior cingulate cortex (PACC,
SACC), the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC), the
medial parietal cortex, the posterior cingulate cortex, the
retrosplenial cortex and precuneus [12,50-54]. These
regions have been subsumed under the term “cortical
midline structures” (CMS) and speculatively character-
ized as an anatomical and functional unit related to the
self [55]. Our study is an example of how self-referential
processes probably located in the cortical midline struc-
tures, and, specifically, the ventral anterior cingulate cor-
tex, can lead to the formation of false memories by
influencing encoding processes.
Thus processes like imagery, self-reference or spread-
ing activation can lead to the formation of false memor-
ies at encoding. Data from neuroimaging studies suggest
that perception (e.g., in occipital and parietal brain struc-
tures [28]) and storage processes (e.g., hippocampus ac-
tivation for true vs. false memories [35] and
hippocampus deactivation for false context memories
[12]) are relevant during encoding for the creation of a
false memory representation. Those biases in memory
encoding can be elicited through imagery (e.g., [28]),
spreading activation or the construction of a gist trace
(e.g., [35]) as well as self-referential processes (e.g., [12]).
The frontal lobe seems to play a key role in influencing
those processes usually involved in the formation of true
memories.Consolidation
Information stored in memory is also prone to distor-
tions due to new incoming information (e.g., ‘retroactive
interference’ [56,57]) and sleep or sleep deprivation
[58-62].
Specifically, sleep plays an active role inmemory consoli-
dation [60,63,64]. Whereas previous investigations sug-
gested an effect of sleep especially for non-declarative
memory performances (see [65]) newer studies provide
evidence for sleep on declarative memory [66-68] and
declarative memory distortions [58-62], as well.
During sleep, newly acquired memory traces are not
only strengthened in distinct neural circuits, but add-
itional new memory traces are also established for long-
term storage and integrated within pre-existing long-
term memories (“consolidation”, see [65,69]). This active
reorganization can also lead to the formation of false
memories, as the memory representation can differ from
what was originally encoded after active restructuring
and integration within pre-existing representations
[70,71]. Thus, false memories can be created during con-
solidation as new and stable knowledge representations,
which do not reflect the original encoded material but
generalize it to semantically associated knowledge. By
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memory consolidation [60].
For example Diekelmann and colleagues investigated
whether sleep after learning and sleep deprivation at re-
trieval enhance the generation of false memories in a
free recall test [60]. According to the DRM false memory
paradigm, subjects learned lists of semantically asso-
ciated words, lacking the strongest common associate or
theme word. Free recall was tested after 9 h following a
night of sleep, a night of wakefulness (sleep deprivation)
or daytime wakefulness. Compared with memory per-
formance after a retention period of daytime wakeful-
ness, both post-learning nocturnal sleep, as well as acute
sleep deprivation at retrieval significantly enhanced false
recall of theme words in subjects with low general mem-
ory performance. These data suggest two different ways
in which sleep affects the formation of false memories
through semantic generalization. The first influences the
consolidation of a memory trace per se, probably by ac-
tive reorganization of the trace in the post-learning sleep
period. The second is related to the recovery function of
sleep and affects cognitive control processes of retrieval
(see retrieval, below). The finding that sleep effects were
confined to subjects with generally low memory per-
formance fits well with previous studies indicating that
the effect of sleep on memory consolidation is greater
for weak than strong memory traces (e.g., [72,73]). In
high performing subjects memory traces might be espe-
cially strong and not as vulnerable to consolidation spe-
cific distortions as in low performing subjects.
A recent fMRI study investigated the influence of sleep
and lack of sleep on the cerebral correlates of accurate
and false recollections [62]. After encoding lists of se-
mantically related word associates, half of the partici-
pants were allowed to sleep, whereas the others were
totally sleep deprived on the first post-encoding night.
During a subsequent retest fMRI session taking place
3 days later, participants made recognition memory
judgments about the previously studied associates, crit-
ical theme words, and new words unrelated to the stud-
ied items. Sleep in contrast to sleep deprivation,
enhanced accurate and false recollections. No significant
difference was observed in brain responses to false or il-
lusory recollection between sleep and sleep deprivation
conditions. However, accurate and false recollections
were both associated with responses in the hippocampus
and retrosplenial cortex solely after sleep. The authors
suggest, that these data indicate that sleep does not
selectively enhance false memories, but rather tends
to promote general consolidation in hippocampo-
neocortical circuits for true and false memories [62].
They further observed that during encoding, hippo-
campal responses were selectively larger for items sub-
sequently accurately retrieved than for material leadingto illusory memories. Thus the early organization of
memory during encoding seems to be a major factor
influencing subsequent production of accurate or false
memories.
Sleep is an important factor for the creation of true
and false memories during consolidation. However, as
the studies of Diekelmann and Darsaud illustrate, it is
often difficult - but important - to disentangle those
consolidation processes from relevant encoding and re-
trieval processes.
In addition to sleep or sleep deprivation, new incom-
ing information can lead to memory distortions and false
memories (e.g., ‘retroactive interference’ [56,57]).
Whereas proactive interference occurs when earlier
memories influence new memories at encoding, retro-
active interference takes place when old memories are
changed by new incoming information at the consolida-
tion stage. Thus, misleading post-event information
(MPI) can produce changes of old memories [56,57]. In
an famous experiment, subjects watched a film in which
there were several car accidents [74]. Afterwards sub-
jects were separated into three groups that each received
different questions. While the control group was not
asked about the speed of the cars, questions for the
other groups were manipulated with regard to a specific
key word. One group was asked about the speed when
the cars hit each other, while in the other group the verb
‘smashed’ was used in the question. One week later all
subjects were asked whether they saw broken glass in
the films. Both the estimation of speed and the number
of subjects that reported that they saw broken glass
increased progressively from the control group to the
third group [74]. This misinformation effect (e.g., [75-
79]) demonstrates that suggestible and more detailed in-
formation receives after having made the actual memory
can replace or transform the old memory. Recent fMRI
studies investigated brain activity associated with the
misinformation effect [78,80]. In one study, for example,
subjects were shown a sequence of photographs [80].
Afterwards the same subjects listened to a narrative,
which included misleading information about the pic-
tures. Then, during fMRI data acquisition, they per-
formed a memory test for the photographs. Similar
patterns of brain activity were found for both true and
false memories. However, the true memories showed
somewhat more activation in the visual cortex (probably
due to the visual information) while the false memories
showed somewhat more activation in the auditory cortex
(probably derived from the auditory narrative). These
results are in line with the sensory reactivation hypoth-
esis [81-83], which in part proposes that the same sen-
sory regions activated in the brain during encoding will
be reactivated during retrieval. These results suggest that
there may be differing brain activation patterns for true
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sensory modalities.
In the other study [78], fMRI data were collected as
participants studied eight vignettes (original event
phase). After that, participants studied the same vign-
ettes during scanning. However, this time changes to
several details were included in the stories, serving as
the misinformation (misinformation phase). Two days
later, their memories for the original event were
assessed. Activity that subsequently led to true and false
memories was examined during both encoding phases.
The researcher observed that an interaction of encoding
processes in the MTL and PFC is critical for true and
false memory formation in this paradigm, because activ-
ity during both encoding phases predicted whether the
original event information or the inaccurate misinforma-
tion was reported. In the left hippocampus tail and peri-
rhinal cortex, a predictive item-encoding pattern was
observed. Thus, during the original event phase, activity
was greater for true than false memories, whereas during
the misinformation phase, activity was greater for false
than true memories. By contrast, in other regions, espe-
cially in the superior frontal gyrus, a pattern suggestive
of source encoding was observed, in which activity for
false memories was greater during the original event
phase than the misinformation phase. Together, these
results suggest that specific item encoding (e.g., hippo-
campus) and source encoding (e.g., PFC) processes play
a critical role in determining true and false memory out-
come in misinformation paradigms. The authors con-
cluded that components of the MTL are not selectively
involved in one type of information processing. Their
data suggested that different forms of encoding can
occur even within the same structure of the MTL [78].
Together, the studies demonstrate how false memories
can be created in the consolidation stage due to post-
event information. Memory updating processes, related to
perceptual recombination of recall cues together with new
information mediated by memory and attention processes,
are most likely involved in these effects of post event in-
formation. The imaging data support this assumption by
demonstrating activation in perceptual brain regions [80],
the MTL [78] and the PFC [78]. Thus, binding processes
of the hippocampus (and later on the PFC) might be
involved in binding together single elements of an episode
(e.g. recall cues together with new information) stored
across different parts of the brain [49].
The presented data illustrate how memories can be
affected or distorted during consolidation due to new in-
coming information [56,57] and sleep or sleep deprivation
[58-62]. Different mechanisms have been assumed to be
relevant for those distortions. Whereas ‘retroactive inter-
ference’ due to new incoming information is most likely
dependent on encoding and memory updating processes,sleep might affect the formation of false memories
through semantic generalization by active reorganization
of the memory trace in the post-learning sleep period.
Retrieval
People sometimes believe they recognize things that they
have never actually encountered, for example, confusing
a stranger with an old acquaintance. False memory gen-
eration at retrieval is predominantly dependent on per-
ceptual processes related to retrieval cues or tasks, the
recall of information from memory and related executive
functions (see below). With regard to the retrieval phase,
false memories occur especially frequent under free re-
call conditions (e.g., [84-86]), but can also be observed
in recognition experiments (e.g. [87,88]). However, since
false memories can only be measured with tasks requir-
ing some form of retrieval on behavioral level, it is diffi-
cult conclude that the production of false memories at
retrieval are not due to encoding or consolidation pro-
cesses (see above). Despite the fact that encoding and
consolidation are potential candidates for the creation of
false memories (as reported above), most studies focused
on the retrieval processes leading to false responses in
free or cued recall as well as recognition tasks.
Some processes that are important during retrieval are
related to the retrieval cues when they provide false in-
formation as demonstrated with the misinformation
paradigm. Effects of misinformation were already dis-
cussed in the consolidation section, since memories
might be changed by suggestible retrieval cues even be-
fore the actual retrieval. Constructive or adaptive mem-
ory updating processes (see [89]), initiated by the
processing of recall cues together with new information
and related memory and attention processes are
assumed to be involved in these effects of post event in-
formation. Perceptual brain regions [80], the MTLs [78]
and the PFC [78], in particular, are involved in creating
those memories.
Other aspects of false recognition were investigated
with the DRM-paradigm ([43,90], see above). This para-
digm is often used to investigate false memory at the re-
trieval phase, since subjects demonstrate a high rate of
false memories for the critical item across a variety of
experimental situations (see [13] for a review).
It is assumed that not only encoding and consolidation
processes (see above), but retrieval mechanisms, as well,
are affected by spreading activation across a wide variety
of cognitive tasks (e.g., [34,45]). The assumption is that
related concepts are linked in memory and that when
one item or concept in memory is activated (via encod-
ing or retrieval), the activation spreads to other related
concepts [46]. The activation monitoring theory (e.g.,
[13,84,91]) is based on the idea that spreading activation
works in combination with a more controlled,
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make attributions about the source of the activation (e.
g., [36]). Thus subjects may use information not only
from activated concepts or stimuli at retrieval, but must
also rely on a monitoring process to separate those acti-
vated items that were studied from those that were not
studied. Here especially executive processes might play
an important role in monitoring the retrieval processes
and verify the accuracy of memories. In line with this as-
sumption, results from sleep research indicate that a
prolonged loss of sleep can enhance false memories
[60,61] probably due to reduced source and reality mon-
itoring [92,93].
False memories at retrieval, has been investigated ex-
tensively in both neuropsychological and neuroimaging
research (for a review, see [2]). Several studies have com-
pared the neural activity that accompanies genuine rec-
ognition of studied items and false recognition of novel
items (e.g., [82,94,95]). Those neuroimaging studies have
shown increased neural activity in regions of the medial
and lateral frontal cortex during false recognition (e.g.,
[82,94,95]). Additionally, patients with frontal lobe dam-
age have increased incidences of false recognition (e.g.,
[96-99]). These studies suggest that the frontal cortex
plays an important role in monitoring processes related
to false recognition.
However, neuroimaging studies of false recognition
also reveal a remarkable overlap between the brain
regions activated during true and false recognition (e.g.,
[2,95,100-102]). Thus, it is likely that there is also an
overlap in the sub processes that contribute to true and
false recognition [11].
It has been suggested that the only difference between
true and false memories might be the degree of sensory
perceptual information at recognition. This idea is sup-
ported by fMRI data showing greater activity for true
recognitions than false recognitions in sensory brain
regions (e.g., [94,95,100,101]). Together with findings of
an involvement of the PFC during false recognitions it is
assumed that true memories contain more perceptual
and sensory information, whereas false memories con-
tain more information about cognitive processes (e.g.,
[11]). The engagement of perceptual regions of the brain
might reflect the retrieval of sensory information, which
should be present especially for true memories (‘sensory
reactivation hypothesis’, [2,11]).
In addition to successful retrieval of perceptual aspects
of a memorized event, reconstructive processes combin-
ing information from different sources are also necessary
under specific task conditions. Failures in such recon-
structive processes are probably a main cause of source
confusions and related false memories. It has been
shown that the hippocampus contributes to the recon-
struction processes. The hippocampus is thought beinvolved in relational processing, meaning the integra-
tion and recombination of information from a variety of
sources (e.g., [1,103-107]).
In summary, previous studies have begun to identify
the neural correlates of true and false memories at re-
trieval. The findings, however, are heterogeneous. Some
studies indicate that the hippocampus and other regions
are equally engaged by retrieval of true and false infor-
mation (e.g., [102,108]), while others suggest that the
regions are engaged more by retrieval of true than false
memories (e.g., [95,109]), or even more by imaginary
than retrieval of true memories, as in the research on fu-
ture event simulation (e.g., [1,106]). Furthermore, previ-
ous evidence suggests that frontal areas are more active
when more monitoring is required (e.g., source vs. old/
new recognition tests; see [11] for a review). It has been
shown that the hippocampus contributes to constructive
memory by flexibly binding elements together in mem-
ory, sometimes resulting in false memory recognition
through erroneous recombination (e.g., [1,95,109]).
Conclusion
Within this review specific examples about the forma-
tion of false memories were given to illustrate the variety
of memory errors related to diverse stages of processing.
Different neuro-cognitive processes have been linked to
the formation of false memories.
At encoding, processes like imagery (e.g., [28]), self-
referential encoding (e.g., [12]), spreading activation or
the construction of a gist trace (e.g., [35]) can lead to the
formation of false memories. Data from neuroimaging
studies suggest that perception (e.g., predominantly in
occipital and parietal brain structures [28]) and storage
processes (e.g., predominantly within the MTL [12,35])
are especially relevant for the creation of a false memory
representation during encoding. The medial (e.g., self-
referential processes) and lateral frontal cortex (e.g., ex-
ecutive functions) seem to play a key role in influencing
those processes usually involved in the formation of true
memories.
At the consolidation stage, false memories can be cre-
ated especially due to sleep and misleading post-event
information. Memory updating processes, related to the
processing of recall cues together with new information
probably lead to false memories due to post-event infor-
mation. The imaging data suggest an involvement of
perceptual brain regions [80], the MTL [78] and the PFC
[78] in those memory updating processes relevant for
the creation of false memories. The effect of sleep in the
creation of false memories is assumed to be related to
an active reorganization and integration of memories
within pre-existing representations, which can result in a
memory representation that can differ from what was
originally encoded [60,70,71]. Semantic generalization
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in those consolidation processes leading to false memor-
ies [60]. However, imaging data indicate that sleep does
not selectively enhance false memories but rather tends
to promote general consolidation in hippocampo-
neocortical circuits of memories subsequently associated
with both true and false recollections [62].
Finally, at the retrieval stage, some studies indicate that
the hippocampus and other regions are engaged equally
in retrieval of true and false information (e.g., [102,108]),
while others suggest that the regions are engaged more
in retrieval of true than false memories (e.g., [95,109]), or
even more by imaginary than retrieval of true memories
(e.g., [1,106]). The hippocampus, in particular, is assumed
to contribute to constructive memory, which sometimes
results in false memories through incorrect recombin-
ation (e.g., [1,95,109]). Furthermore, the executive pro-
cesses related to activation of prefrontal areas seems to
be involved in monitoring processes, which are assumed
to be important for the rejection of false memories dur-
ing the recognition phase (see [11] for a review).
This overview has shown that memory formation
comprises at least three different sub-processes, all of
which are vulnerable for specific errors and, conse-
quently, may result in false memories: encoding
[28,30,35,78,85,99,110,111], consolidation [20,21,58-
62,64,75,78] and retrieval of the learned material
[2,97,102,112-115].
Outlook
Encoding, consolidation and retrieval processes are dis-
tinguishable from each other and were divided per pur-
pose within this overview in order to demonstrate the
differences between these processing stages. However,
because all processes are fully inter-connected (e.g., there
is no retrieval without encoding or consolidation and
success of encoding cannot be evaluated without re-
trieval), they ultimately have to be evaluated in relation
to one another. To get a more comprehensive under-
standing of the formation of true and false memories, fu-
ture studies should investigate the functions of each
single stage of false memory formation separately by
monitoring data from encoding, consolidation and re-
trieval phase. For example, processes specific to consoli-
dation should not be present at encoding and processes
specific to retrieval should not be present at encoding or
consolidation. The manipulation of a single component
at a given stage of processing by monitoring the other
stages will help to identify interactions between proces-
sing stages and systems. The inclusion of implicit and ex-
plicit measures will further help to identify top-down
from bottom-up processes. For example, the use of nat-
ural speech and gesture stimuli provides the possibility to
define neural integration or binding processes atencoding relatively independent of subsequent memory
performance [116-118]. Such complex material provides
- in addition to its natural character - numerous further
possibilities for manipulations of contextual (e.g., body
orientation [12,119]) and content dependent factors (e.g.,
social vs. object related content, concrete vs. abstract
utterances, related vs. unrelated speech and gesture in-
formation [12,116-120]). Measures like brain imaging (e.
g., fMRI) or brain stimulation (e.g., tDCS) techniques
have been found to be especially helpful in understanding
relevant neuro-cognitive processes [11] and should be
used more extensively and especially in combination to
use advantages of each method (e.g., fMRI good spatial
resolution; EEG good time resolution; direct manipula-
tion of brain processes by means of TMS or tDCS, e.g.,
[121,122]). Finally, basic research should also consider
the translational account of their findings for legal pro-
ceedings (e.g., interrogation), the understanding of mem-
ory distortions in psychiatric or neurological disorders,
as well as treatment (e.g., cognitive behavioral therapy).
This overview about memory distortions and related
brain regions represents just a very broad map of com-
ponents relevant for the creation of true and false
memories, which certainly does not cover all distinct
sub processes and brain structures. However, this over-
view highlights the varieties of influences and neural
structures relevant at encoding, consolidation and re-
trieval processes that may contribute to the formation
of false memories. Other important factors with regard
to the formation of false memories, such as age
[101,111,123,124], current mental state or emotions
[11,13,14,16-20], presence of a mental disorder
[22,125], received little attention due to the limited
space within this overview, but suggest further new
perspectives and applications of research on memory
processes. This review article is thought to motivate
future studies to consider encoding, consolidation and
retrieval, as well as the different related systems, in the
investigation of the formation of false memories.
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